Seraj M.H., Kiani B. (2017): Efficiency of sector sampling for estimating juniper forest attributes vs. fixed area plot. J. For. Sci., Juniper forests grow in mountain areas and many difficulties are encountered in their sampling. Sector sampling as an unbiased and cost-effective method was tested for the sampling of a 12.5-ha juniper forest. To begin with, a pointmap of trees was created and 50 quadrats were determined systematically. Fixed area plots were measured within these 50 × 50 m quadrats. In each quadrat, eight sectors with 45° angle were determined. One-sector and two-sector scenarios randomly besides four-sector scenario systematically were conducted. Accuracy and precision of sampling methods were compared. Also, statistical analysis was conducted to compare sector sampling scenarios with fixed area plot (FAP) and real data. Results showed that four-sector scenario estimates were close to FAP method in precision and accuracy. Statistical analysis showed that there was no significant difference between sector sampling scenarios and FAP and in real data. But in correlation analysis only the four-sector scenario could compete with FAP method. Regarding consumed time and sampling error simultaneously, the efficiency of sector sampling was higher than that of FAP method for estimating density and close to FAP method for estimating crown cover. It can be concluded that in laborious situations such as in juniper forests, sector sampling can be competitive with FAP method with noticeable parsimony. But more study is still needed to decrease sampling error and optimize sector angle with the purpose of cost saving.
Sector sampling was developed for sampling tree patches that remained from clear cutting in Canada. Today this method is noteworthy because of unbiased estimations, simplicity and independence to knowing the stand area (Iles, Smith 2006) . Sector sampling uses a slice shape that is named sector, as a part of the circle. In fact, the patch is assumed as a circle and a part of this circle is measured with predetermined angle Θ (Fig. 1) .
The sector sampling methodology assumes a sampling area shaped as a circle and is suitable to overcome the edge effects. Yet it reduces time and effort of the survey and provides good accuracy of the estimate. Sector sampling could also be useful for the rapid and accurate sampling of coarse woody debris (Chiriaco 2010) .
As the starting point of each sector is selected randomly, the area varies between sectors (Fig. 1) . In a sector, each tree has the same probability Θ/2π of being included in the sample. If opposite clusters are selected, this balanced selection was found to be desirable and effective by many researchers, e.g. McGarrigle and Kershaw (2016) .
Sector sampling was found to be statistically robust and overcome edge effects by Iles and Smith (2006) . Another facility of this method is that the researcher can select a pivot point subjectively. Although it is better to select this point in the mid-dle of the remaining patch, scarce literature about sector sampling can be found. McGarrigle and Kershaw (2016) compared sector sampling with traditional sampling methods in Acadian riparian forests. They concluded that balanced sector plots performed better than single sectors but density estimates were variable in sectors. They suggested that different sector angles must be tested in riparian forests. Lynch (2006) tried to decrease the variance of sector sampling using Monte Carlo simulation. Two-phase sector sampling was conducted to estimate farm trees by Chiriaco (2010) and also by Corona et al. (2011) . They concluded that sector sampling is a fast method and provides satisfactory and reliable results. Eskelson et al. (2013) found that sector sampling is not as accurate as strip sampling for the inventory of riparian forests.
Inadequate literature about sector sampling calls for more studies to reduce bias, error, and specialized sector angle, in particular vegetation. Here we tested sector sampling for the first time in juniper forests and compared it to FAP method and fully enumerated data. As juniper forests grow in impassable mountains, sector sampling as a fast method with lower fieldwork may economize the inventory of this type of forests.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Study area. This study was conducted in Aminabad located in Firoozkooh County, 143 km far from Tehran (Fig. 2) (Ramin et al. 2012) .
The climate of the area is semi-wet and ultra-cold with 392 mm annual precipitation and 5.5°C mean annual temperature. Juniper forests belong to the Iran-Touran mountain forests zone and are ecologically valuable.
Methodology. To select a representative area, a field trip was conducted. Finally, a rectangular 12.5-ha area was selected. This area was divided into fifty 50 × 50 m quadrats. In each quadrat, azimuth and distance to the bottom left corner were measured for all juniper trees. Crown diameters were also measured to calculate the crown area. Using triangular equations, for each tree a coordinate (xy) was computed. Data were imported to Microsoft Excel Professional Plus (Version 2013) and arrived to ArcGIS Desktop (Version 10.2, 2013) for creating a point map.
As the spatial pattern of forest trees affects results of sampling methods, the spatial pattern of juniper trees was examined by two nearest neighbour and Ripley's K function methods in ArcGIS environment. Ripley's K function is calculated at multiple distances allowing to see how point pattern distributions can change with scale. For example, at near distances the points could cluster, while at farther distances points could be dispersed. Ripley's K function can be calculated in a univariate form where we are describing the spatial pattern of only one species. Alternatively, K can be calculated in a bivariate form where we are interested in the spatial pattern of a species compared with other species of trees (Dixon 2002) , as Eq. 1:
where: d -distance to features, A p -area of the plot, W ij -correction of the edge effect, I d -equal to 1 if the distance between features is less than or equal to d, otherwise it is 0, n -sample size.
The nearest neighbour function is defined in relation to some point of a point process already exist- ing in some region of the space. More precisely, for some point in the point process the nearest neighbour function is the probability distribution of the distance from that point to the nearest or closest neighbouring point (Wuenschel 2007) , as Eq. 2:
where:
We used nine permutations for calculating confidence intervals and Ripley's edge correction method.
To conduct sampling, each quadrat was divided into eight sectors with Θ = 45°. A sector was selected randomly and all trees inside the sector were counted and their crown area was calculated. The amount of density and crown cover for this sector were multiplied by 8 to compute density and crown cover of the total quadrat. Again, another random sector was selected and all calculations were repeated. In the 3 rd scenario, an average of these sectors was computed for density and crown cover. A systematic four-sector scenario also was conducted. In each quadrat, a 2,000 m 2 circular plot was determined and density and cover were computed (Fig. 3) .
Accuracy and precision of estimates were compared for five scenarios. Eqs 3-5 were used to calculate sampling error (E) and percent bias (B%) as criterions for sampling precision and accuracy, respectively:
where: t -critical value of Student's t-distribution for α = 0.05
and df = n -1, SE -standard error of the estimated mean.
EV -estimated value of the mean, RV -real value of the mean derived from fully enumerated data.
To compare methods with fully enumerated data a one-sample Wilcoxon test was conducted. Also, a paired samples Wilcoxon signed ranks test was used to compare sector sampling scenarios with FAP method. Pearson correlation analysis was conducted to clarify the relationship between estimates of sector sampling scenarios and FAP method as a reliable and standard method. Efficiency of 
where: EFF -efficiency of sampling method, T -total time of sampling.
This criterion for all sector sampling scenarios was calculated and compared with the FAP method. The smaller this criterion is, the more efficient the sampling method is.
RESULTS
A point-map of trees can be observed in Fig. 4 . Analysing the spatial pattern using the nearest neighbour index showed that juniper trees have a clumped pattern that can be related to habitat limitations, especially not enough soil for regeneration and growth of seedlings. Also, juniper tree seeds are rather heavy, which supports this clumped pattern. Ripley's K-function showed that the clumped pattern continues to about 180 m far from trees.
Descriptive statistics of variables for different scenarios are shown in Table 1 . As can be seen, results of sector sampling were close to FAP method. Real density was 10.8 trees and real crown cover was 351 m 2 per plot, which resulted from fully enumerating (100% inventory). The accuracy of twosector scenario for estimating density and four-sector scenario for estimating crown cover was closer to FAP method. Besides, the precision of four-sector scenario was higher both for estimating density and crown cover.
Statistical analysis with one-sample Wilcoxon test showed that there was no significant difference between scenarios in real density and real crown cover (Table 2 ). It is mentioned that Z-value cannot Table 2 .
The paired-samples Wilcoxon test also showed that there was no significant difference between sector sampling and FAP method in estimating density and crown cover (Table 3) .
To better imagine the results, a graphical comparison of estimated density and crown cover can be seen in Figs 5a, b. Clearly, the four-sector scenario has more acceptable and accurate results.
It can be said that the FAP method is a low biased and precise method as expected. But the four-sector sampling scenario can also compete to estimate forest attributes. Efficiency of sampling methods is shown in Table 4 .
It is clear that sector sampling scenarios are more efficient than the FAP method because of la- Scenario bour saving in sector sampling. Here squared error percent was used because of its priority to time.
To clarify the statistical relation between sector sampling and FAP method in estimating forest attributes, a correlation analysis was conducted. Results can be seen in Table 5 .
One-sector A One-sector B Two-sector Four-sector FAP Real
It can be seen from the correlation table that only in the four-sector scenario there is a strong relationship with FAP estimates. So it can be said that one-sector and two-sector scenarios cannot be competitive with FAP method.
DISCUSSION
Sector sampling was introduced in 2006 mainly for accurate estimation of tree patches remaining from clear cutting in Canada. With regard to simplicity and unbiasedness, it was emphasized to be efficient in forest inventory. But it was not popular, maybe because of this supposition that sector sampling is specific for the inventory of patches. Whereas it may be useful for sampling of forest communities with clustered pattern or other vegetation as used by McGarrigle and Kershaw (2016) for riparian forests of the Acadian river in Canada.
Our results revealed that juniper trees follow a clumped pattern in the study area. This pattern is mainly a consequence of habitat limitations, e.g. lack of suitable soil for germination, having weighty seeds that cannot recede far from parent trees and finally human impacts. These results were supported by Houle and Duchesne (1999) for Juniperus communis Linnaeus. They concluded that the clumped dispersion pattern in a juniper population may be related to the fact that most seed cones fall directly underneath the mother plant, so these seeds are deposited in clumps. Whereas Castellano and Boyce (2007) reported a random pattern for Juniperus virginiana Linnaeus. We emphasize that the spatial pattern of forest trees is highly scale-based. But for juniper trees with regard to weighty seeds and limited conditions to grow seedlings, a clumped pattern is more imaginable.
Here we tested the cluster sampling method in juniper forests for the first time. Our results showed that the sampling error in sector sampling was higher than in FAP method but it decreased with sampling additional clusters. It can be said that a maximum of four clusters in each pivot point is enough for sampling each quadrat. As in mountain areas it is impossible to identify patch borders, we propose to specify rectangular plots and determine clusters inside these quadrats like in this research.
The accuracy of sector sampling was surprisingly close to the FAP method supported by Smith et al. (2008) . For the inventory of Thailand forests Tongson et al. (2011) reported 33% sampling error for sector sampling but they mentioned that because of more time consumed in FAP method, sector sampling is more efficient.
As the total time for conducting the FAP method in our study was 1,760 min (about 35 min for each plot), needed time to conduct one-, two-, and foursector scenarios was about 220, 440 and 890 min, respectively. With regard to error percent and time consumption of the sector sampling scenarios, it can be said that sector sampling is more efficient than the FAP method for estimating stand density and is as efficient as the FAP method for estimating stand crown cover. These results were in agreement with those of Corona et al. (2011) .
Statistical analysis showed that sector sampling is not different from FAP and fully enumerating data. It can be said that it has stability of estimation on For future studies, we recommend running the simulation of sampling scheme, using bootstrap to extract more reliable and stable confidence intervals, different sector angles, different configuration of sectors, e.g. random pivot point. Our results also showed that sector sampling usually has a high sampling error especially when the one-sector scenario is implemented. Therefore more study is still needed to optimize and modify the sector sampling method for usual inventory of juniper forest stands.
